Lisa Marthe ten Brinke
EMPLOYMENT
10/17-present

LSE IDEAS. Dahrendorf Forum Research Associate. London, UK.
 Managing the ‘Governance, Institutions and Policy’ Working Group, which includes planning
meetings, distributing output and being the first point of contact for seven senior Working Group
members from different universities, governments and think tanks across Europe.
 Assisting LSE professors, researchers and postdoctoral fellows with their research on the EU after
Brexit, EU external affairs, and the role of the EU in the world.
 Aiding with the preparation of Dahrendorf Forum events, including lectures by former UK Prime
Minister, Gordon Brown, and EU Commissioner for Economic and Financial Affairs, Taxation and
Customs, Pierre Moscovici.

10/17-present

LSE IDEAS. UN Business and Human Security Initiative Research Assistant. London, UK.
 Organising the planning, time management and logistics of the UN Business Partnership
Framework, a UN-funded research project with pilot schemes in Colombia and Liberia.
 Assisting the lead researcher with scoping papers and other academic output on human security,
corporate responsibility and public-private partnerships.
 Responsible for the organisation of project meetings and events, including a roundtable with five
UK-based NGOs and a public lecture by UN Special Adviser on Human Security, Yukio Takasu.

07/17-10/17

One Young World. Scholarship Administrator. London, UK.
 First point of contact for all 1,500 delegates partaking in the 2017 One Young World Summit.
 Responsible for more than a hundred fully-funded scholarship holders selected from all 196
countries in the world, incl. visa arrangements, flight bookings and general inquiries.
 Aided with on-site organisation and ad-hoc assistance of the 2017 Summit in Bogotá, Colombia.

01/17-04/17

Chatham House. US and the Americas Programme Intern. London, UK.
 Responsible for the organisation, logistics, and recording of 5 events as part of a series on US and
European common economic challenges.
 Aided in the drafting, research, review and distribution of project materials, including a project
proposal on the future of NATO.
 Contribution acknowledged on the report ‘Transatlantic Relations: Converging or Diverging?’.

09/16-12/16

Centre for the Law of EU External Relations. Research Intern. The Hague, The Netherlands.
 Assisted senior fellow in research on EU external relations law and policy, covering human rights,
trade policy and relations between EU institutions and member states.
 Aided in the editing, proofreading and publication of 2 CLEER papers, consisting of academic
articles from 9 different scholars across Belgium, Italy, the UK and Greece.
 Drafted, researched and reviewed a CLEER Research Plan, based upon an analysis of the main
policy issues in the 2016 EU Global Strategy.

01/15-06/15

Royal Embassy of the Netherlands. Economic Department Intern. Bogota, Colombia.
 Conducted research on the Dutch-Colombian business environment, covering transport,
infrastructure, energy, healthcare and water.
 Collected quantitative data on imports and exports, trade regulations and treaties and advised
Dutch and Colombian companies on business opportunities.
 Organised an official trade mission of the Dutch Minister of Health, Edith Schippers, to Colombia.

EDUCATION
2015-2016

The London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE). London, UK.

2011-2014

University College Utrecht (UCU). Utrecht, the Netherlands.

2005-2011

Christelijk Gymnasium Utrecht. Utrecht, the Netherlands.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Languages
Skills

Dutch (native), English (fluent), Spanish (advanced), French (limited).
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel, Outlook, PowerPoint), website maintenance, social media.

